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The works of Galina Grigorjeva – born in Simferopol in Ukraine on 2 December 
1962, but based in Tallinn, in Estonia, since 1994 – are deeply rooted in Russian 
culture and spirituality, Old Russian folklore and sacred Orthodox music. An 
open and ardent Slavonic soul finds its voice in her music, but its textures have the 
precision and structure of modern choral music. Most of Grigorjeva’s compositions 
suggest a spiritual message and are also convincing in their dramaturgy.

With her attention to detail, Grigorjeva may, in the broad sense of the word, 
be considered a minimalist. Her sound-world is transparent, and she is precise 
about every individual interval and timbre. Her works frequently feature magical 
repetitions which hint at the journey of the human soul. She has remarked that ‘I am 
captivated by dramaturgy and plots’.1

Although evocative harmonic phrases are central to Grigorjeva’s œuvre, she 
confines her composing to the vertical – to chordal harmony. Her particular ability 
to ‘orchestrate’ polyphony results in beautiful harmonic colourings set in flowing 
textures, giving her works a strong internal unison. She comments:

My way of thinking is harmonic, not melodic. I think in the framework of one 
harmony that may be absolutely non-functional and non-tonal. I hear a scale of tones 
that may consist of some 7–8–9 notes, and this horizontal melts into a vertical – I hear 
a chord consisting of these tones.2 

1 Quoted in Immo Mihkelson, ‘Muusika pulsist teispool keelebarjääre’ (‘The Pulse of Music beyond Language Barriers’), 
Postimees, 9 June 2000.
2 Evi Arujärv, Kaheksa portreed ('Eight Portraits'), Estonian Music Information Centre, Tallinn, 2009, p. 23.
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Works for choir and ensemble and music for solo instruments predominate in her 
output to date; her 2002 Song on the Occasion of Czarina Yevdokia Taking the Veil for 
string orchestra has attracted particular praise. In her vocal music, she gives immense 
importance to her choice of lyrics. She has used Old Russian and Latin sacred texts, as 
well as Old Russian folklore, and both earlier and more recent Russian poetry by such 
poets as Innokenty Annensky, Konstantin Balmont, Joseph Brodsky, Velimir Khlebnikov, 
Elizaveta Kuzmina-Karavaeva, Fyodor Sologub and Marina Ivanovna Tsvetaeva. In 
her instrumental works, traces of Russian ecclesiastical singing are discernible, and a 
spiritual message beyond the confines of the medium can often be perceived. 

Whereas in the Lutheran tradition the triumphant exaltation achieved by faith is often 
expressed dramatically, the Russian Orthodox tradition emphasises all-understanding 
love, forgiveness and humility – considerations which prevail in her sound-world 
when confronting the purifying approach of mortality. But even though the narratives 
in Grigorjeva’s music are often concerned with love, humility and death, her musical 
self-expression remains paradoxically bright and vigorous. As such, it represents an 
expressive ‘Russian voice’ in her predominantly meditative Estonian music.

Galina Grigorjeva studied at the Simferopol Music School and Odessa 
Conservatoire. In 1991 she graduated from the composition class of Yuri Falik at the St 
Petersburg Conservatoire and undertook postgraduate studies at the Estonian Academy 
of Music with Lepo Sumera in 1994–98. Her music has been performed throughout the 
world, including Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Ireland, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, her native Ukraine, the 
United Kingdom, USA and Russia, and by conductors including Paul Hillier and Daniel 
Reuss with the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir, Kaspars Putniņš and the BBC 
Singers, Andres Mustonen and Hortus Musicus, Konstantin Orbelian and the Moscow 
Chamber Orchestra, Gidon Kremer and Kremerata Baltica, Anatoly Grindenko and the 
Russian Patriarchate Choir of Moscow, Valeri Petrov with the State Choir Latvija and 
the Orthodox Singers ensemble and Jaan-Eik Tulve and Vox Clamantis. Other artists 
who have performed her works include the Swedish percussion ensemble Kroumata, 
Raschèr Saxophone Quartet (USA), RTÉ Vanbrugh Quartet, NYYD Ensemble, Theatre 
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of Voices, YXUS Ensemble, Čiurlionis String Quartet, Ensemble Resonabilis, the Swiss 
recorder-player Conrad Steinmann and the French clarinettist Michel Lethiec.

In addition to the International Contemporary Music Festival NYYD and the David 
Oistrakh Festival in Estonia, Grigorjeva’s music has been performed at numerous other 
festivals, including ‘From Avant-Garde to the Present Day’ (St Petersburg, 1996), ‘Two 
Days and Two Nights of New Music’ (Ukraine, 2001 and 2003), ‘December Nights’ 
(Moscow, 2002), the Naantali Music Festival in Finland and Lockenhaus Festival in 
Austria (2003), the Festival Pablo Casals de Prades (France, 2004), the Paisley Choral 
Festival in Scotland (2008), the Scandinavian Saxophone Festival in Norway (2012) 
and the Vale of Glamorgan Festival in Wales (2013). She was appointed as Composer-
in-Residence at the NYYD Ensemble for the 2006–7 season. Estonian Radio has 
twice selected her works to represent Estonian music at the International Rostrum of 
Composers: On Leaving (for early-music consort) was performed in Amsterdam in 
2000, and Lament (for recorder) in Paris in 2002.

Grigorjeva has worked mainly as a freelance composer. She has been a member 
of the Estonian Composers Union since 1994 and was awarded the Heino Eller Music 
Prize in 2003 and the Estonian Cultural Endowment annual award for music twice, in 
2004 and 2013. In 2014 she was awarded the Order of the White Star, Fourth Class. In 
2020 Grigorjeva received the Lepo Sumera Composition Prize. 

Grigorjeva’s works have been published by the Theatre of Voices Edition and Edition 
49, and are currently also published by the Estonian Music Information Centre. Two 
albums devoted to her music have been released: In Paradisum (on Eesti Rahvusmeeskoor  
in 2014), which was awarded the Estonian Music Award for best classical album in 2015, 
and Nature Morte (on Ondine in 2016). Many of her works have also been included in 
recordings by Estonian Radio (Estonian Composers III, 2003), Harmonia Mundi (Baltic 
Voices 2, 2004), The Red Orange Arts Agency (Estonian Music Now, 2011), Delphian 
(Songs of the Baltic Sea, 2011), Divine Art (Psallite, 2016) and BIS (Femina moderna, 
2016, and Timeless Light, 2017).
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Nox vitae for male-voice choir (2006–8) 
This five-part choir cycle in Russian is set to poems by Innokenty Annensky (1856–
1909). Annensky, together with other poets who suffered tragic fates – Anna Akhmatova, 
Nikolai Gumilev, Sergey Gorodetsky and Osip Mandelstam – represented the Acmeism 
movement (1907–14) in Russian symbolistic poetry at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. For these poets, the wonder and the tragedy of being human found its 
expression in each moment of a life. Annensky’s poems, in which a melancholic state of 
mind intermingles with the painful, also give a clue to the music of Grigorjeva’s choral 
cycle. Within and above its soft but fully coloured columns of harmony, the animated 
and dramatic melodies make their progression. In ‘Nocturno’ 1 , man stands alone in 
the middle of the darkness of night and the irrefutable passing of time. In the autumn 
mood of ‘Romance without Music’ (‘Романс без музыки’) 2 , a wistful longing for love 
is hinted at. ‘October Myth’ (‘Октябрьский миф’) 3  is like a scream of a solitary human 
soul, whose message is conveyed by a solo part. ‘Cake-walk on the Dulcimer’ (‘Кек-уок 
на цимбалах’) 4 , reflecting in brief a musical mood, sounds like a saturnine hint at 
the vanity of the prosaic nature of life. In the final movement, ‘The Snow is Falling’ 
(‘Падает снег’) 5 , images of death and love are intertwined. In the cycle as a whole, 
human solitude, surrounded by commonplace cultural mirages, and the Great Mystery 
of nature and love, remain predominant. 

The premiere of the complete cycle was performed by the Estonian National Male 
Choir, conducted by Kaspars Putniņš, on 6 March 2008 in Narva Castle, and on 7 March 
2008 in the House of the Brotherhood of Black Heads in Tallinn.

Diptych for male-voice choir (2011)
Discussion of death and its meaning are taboo in present-day culture. But Grigorjeva, as a 
composer who possesses a spiritual perception of the world, frequently reflects on death 
in her works, reminding her listeners of the singularity and sacredness of human life. 
The first part of Diptych (‘Диптих’), ‘Lord, now let your servant depart in peace’ (‘Ныне 
отпущаеши’) 6 , based on verses 2:29–32 from the Gospel of Luke, becomes a farewell 
song, growing from sadness to sublimity. The title of the second part, ‘Do not lament me, 
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O Mother’ (‘Не рыдай Мене, Мати’) 7 , depicts a central motif in Russian Orthodox 
iconography, depicting the death of Christ. The prayer is of Byzantine origin and was 
written by the eighth-century St Kosmas of Jerusalem. A tenor solo brings bright colour 
into the flowing polyphony, and the hope for resurrection and the consolation derived 
from it resound in the music. The premiere was given by the male-voice ensemble Credo 
on 26 December 2011 in St Charles’ Church in Tallinn.

God is the Lord for cello and male-voice choir (2014) 
God is the Lord (‘Бог Господь ’) 8  is based on the text of Psalm 117. Throughout the piece, 
a joyful proclamation in the style of a Slavic church hymn is repeated as a refrain by the 
choir: ‘God is the Lord and He appeared to us. Blessed be He that cometh in the Name of 
the Lord’. These ecstatic refrains alternate with contributions from cello and choir, where 
the contributions from the cello – occasionally folkloric and yet at other times clearly 
modernist –  hold a dialogue with the more ascetic material presented by the choir. God 
is the Lord was first performed on 13 April 2014 at the Estonia Concert Hall by the cellist 
Allar Kaasik and the Estonian National Male Choir, directed by Mikk Üleoja.3

Prayer for cello and male-voice choir (2005/2014)
In the background of the meditative, long-lasting bourdon sounds in Prayer  
(‘Молитва’) 9  a freely flowing, urgent cello part represents a praying human. The role 
of the choir is to create colour and to go along with the ‘waves of prayer’. In the final part, 
a solemn solo voice recitative sings ‘Hallowed be Your name’. Grigorjeva’s Молитва has 
provided the basis of a series of arrangements: for saxophone and organ in 2005; cello 
and organ, cello and string quartet, and cello and piano in 2011; saxophone and string 
quintet in 2012; and saxophone and string orchestra in 2013. The arrangement for male 
choir and cello was made in 2014 and premiered in the same concert as God is the Lord. 

Agnus Dei for male-voice choir (2022)
In Agnus Dei 10  Grigorjeva has created an expansive choral work based on the short text 
found in the final section of the Catholic Mass (only two sentences long); a meditative 
3 This commentary was contributed by Äli-Ann Klooren.
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repetition of this text forms the basis of the composition. Both sentences are halved, 
on which the black-and-white dynamic plan of the composition is based. The first 
half of the sentences, ‘Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi’, is performed in a powerful 
forte, whereas ‘miserere nobis’ and ‘dona nobis pacem’ are expressed in a delicate 
piano that fades into nothingness. The music is static, diatonic, with mostly stepwise 
movement, and presented in long durations. Seconds, thirds and fifths play a crucial 
part in the harmony, but they are resolved into graceful tonal cadences. The work was 
commissioned by the Estonian National Male Choir.4

In Paradisum for male-voice choir (2012/2022)
In In Paradisum (‘Into Paradise’) Grigorjeva makes use of the text of an antiphon 
from the traditional Requiem; it is sung as accompaniment to the moment when the 
coffin is being carried out of the church to the place of burial. In Grigorjeva’s piece, 
the symbolic journey, set to music, begins with a peaceful recitation, rising from silent 
sorrow to solemn praise, and withdrawing in the final tracts into the tranquillity of 
eternity. Especially in the middle part, Slavonic ecclesiastical singing is clearly mirrored, 
but its characteristically pure and clear chords are enriched with sudden modulations 
and bright, celestially coloured harmonies. In Paradisum was commissioned by the 
International Choir Festival ‘Tallinn 2013’, and was performed by female and mixed 
choirs as a compulsory piece in the category for modern music. This arrangement was 
for the Estonian National Male Choir in 2014.

Evi Arujärv is an Estonian musicologist, music critic, essayist and columnist. In 1974 she graduated 
in music theory from Tallinn Music High School and in 1982 in musicology from the Tallinn State 
Conservatoire. In 1982–87 she undertook research at the Tallinn State Conservatoire, and in 1988–92 
was a graduate student at the History Institute of the Estonian Academy of Sciences. In 1992–93 she 
was the editor of the magazine Teater. Muusika. Kino, and from 1995 to 2005 the music critic of the 
Estonian daily newspaper Postimees. She has been the director of the Estonian Music Information 
Center since 2007.

4 This commentary was contributed by Äli-Ann Klooren.
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The Estonian cellist Theodor Sink is renowned both as 
soloist and as chamber musician. In September 2017 he 
was appointed as principal cellist of the Estonian National 
Symphony Orchestra, the chief conductor of which is Olari 
Elts. In the same year he received the Annual Award of the 
Cultural Endowments of Estonia for his outstanding work 
as soloist and orchestral musician.

As a soloist he has performed with the Tallinn Chamber 
Orchestra, Sinfonietta Riga, Pärnu City Orchestra and the 
Estonian National Symphony Orchestra under the baton of 
such conductors as Jüri Alperten, Neeme Järvi, Risto Joost, 
Tõnu Kaljuste, Juha Kangas, Kaspar Mänd and Kristiina 
Poska. In 2020 he made his debut with the Estonian Festival 
Orchestra performing and recording Lepo Sumera’s Cello 
Concerto, conducted by Paavo Järvi.

Chamber music has always had a special place in 
his life, and he has shared the stage with renowned musicians such as Eva Bindere, Nicolas 
Datricourt, Florian Donderer, David Geringas, Matt Hunt, Elisabeth Leonskaja and Víkingur 
Ólafsson, among others.

He is also a member of the Association of Estonian Professional Musicians and in 
December 2020 he received the Artist of the Year Award for high-level performances as a soloist 
and chamber musician and for his contribution to creative work as a principal cellist in the 
Estonian National Symphony Orchestra.

His versatile artistry has led him to take part in numerous contemporary collaborations, 
the latest of which was performing in the contemporary concert-ballet based on Yukio 
Mishim’s The Temple of the Golden Pavilion (composed by Timo Steiner and Sander Mölder 
and choreographed by Teet Kask), premiered in Japan in February 2020.

He performs on an Auguste Sébastien Bernardel (père) cello (1842), on generous loan from 
the Estonian Foundation of Musical Instruments. The owner is Mr Aare Kaarma.

Photograph: K
aupo K

ikkas
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The Estonian National Male Choir is one of the best-known Estonian music ensembles in 
the world. It was founded in 1944 by the Estonian choral conductor and composer Gustav 
Ernesaks. Having sung mostly a cappella during its early years, it has grown into a world-
famous professional choir which often performs large-scale symphonic compositions.

From the 2011–12 season the Estonian National Male Choir has been led by its Chief 
conductor and Artistic Director Mikk Üleoja. The repertoire of the Choir ranges from 
Renaissance to contemporary music. As well as championing many Estonian composers, the 
Estonian National Male Choir has premiered compositions by such luminaries as Giovanni 
Bonato, Gavin Bryars, Henrik Ødegaard and Dmitri Shostakovich. The Choir gives about  
50–60 concerts every season, both in Estonia and abroad. 

The Choir frequently records for Estonian National Broadcasting and has collaborated 
with such labels as Alba Records, Aurora, Deutsche Grammophon, Finlandia, GB Records, 
Ondine, Sony and Virgin Classics. In 2004 the Choir was awarded a Grammy award for the 
best choral performance, a first for Estonia, with Sibelius cantatas, in collaboration with the 
Ellerhein Choir and the Estonian National Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Paavo Järvi. 
Over the last seven years the Choir has released five albums, including In Paradisum (on RAM 
in 2014), which was awarded the Estonian Music Award (EMA) for best classical album of the 
year in 2015. In 2016 Te lucis ante terminum, with music by the Norwegian composer Henrik 
Ødegaard, was released by the Aurora label. In 2018, the Choir participated in the Sony Classics 
recording of Shostakovich’s Thirteenth Symphony with the Dresden Philharmonic under 
Michael Sanderling, and in Ondine’s recording of Sibelius’ Kullervo with the Finnish Radio 
Symphony Orchestra under Hannu Lintu. In 2021 the Choir completed the recording sessions 
for an album of music by Giovanni Bonato, Giovanni Gabrieli, Justė Janulytė, Erkki-Sven Tüür 
and Pēteris Vasks, which will be released shortly.

The Estonian National Male Choir has collaborated with many outstanding conductors, 
among them Nikolai Alexeev, Neeme Järvi, Paavo Järvi, Vladimir Jurowski, Marko Letonja, 
Hannu Lintu, Andrew Litton, Paul Mann, Markus Poschner, Peter Ruzicka, Michael Sanderling, 
Jukka-Pekka Saraste, Leif Segerstam, Christoph Spering, Jac van Steen, Yuri Temirkanov and 
Lothar Zagrosek.

The world-class orchestras with which the Estonian National Male Choir has performed 
include the BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, Bremer 
Philharmoniker, Dresden Philharmonic, Estonian National Symphony Orchestra, Finnish 
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Kontzerthausorchester Berlin, Lithuanian Chamber Orchestra, 

Photograph: K
aupo K
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NDR Radiophilharmonie, Hannover, NHK Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre National d’Île de 
France, Orchestre Philharmonique de Strasbourg, Tallinn Chamber Orchestra and Tonhalle-
Orchester Zürich. 

During its long history the Choir has performed throughout Estonia and the former Soviet 
Union as well as in many European countries, and in Canada, China, Israel, Japan, Singapore 
and the USA. In 2015 the Estonian National Male Choir and Mikk Üleoja were awarded the 
State Cultural Award, in acknowledgement of the Choir’s remarkable performances.

Mikk Üleoja graduated from the Estonian Academy of Music in 1997 as a choral conductor, in 
the class of Ants Üleoja, and in 2004 completed his Master’s Degree in music there, supervised 
by Toomas Siitan. He was a tenor in the World Youth Choir (1989–92), Estonian National Male 
Choir (1994–96), Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir (1996–2000) and the Gregorian 
ensemble Vox Clamantis (1998–2011). He has been the conductor of the St Michael’s Boys’ 
Choir, chief conductor of the chamber choir Mattone and Kaarli Church Concert Choir, and 
taught conducting at the Viljandi Culture Academy of the University of Tartu. From 1998 
to 2011, he was the choir-master of the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir. Since the  

Photograph: Jaan K
rivel
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2011–12 season, he has been the Chief Conductor and 
Artistic Director of the Estonian National Male Choir.

Mikk Üleoja has conducted seven recordings. Three of 
those – Galina Grigorjeva’s In Paradisum, Henrik Ødegaard’s 
Te Lucis Ante Terminum and REGIRAM – were with the 
Estonian National Male Choir. Mart Saar’s Luule, see ei 
tule tuulest (‘Poetry, it doesn’t come from the wind’, 2007), 
recorded with the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir, 
received the 2007 annual award of the Cultural Endowment 
of Estonia; the album was also named the best choral record 
of the year. He was named the Conductor of the Year in 2014 
and the following year he and the Estonian National Male 
Choir were awarded the State Cultural Award, as a tribute to 
the Choir’s remarkable performances.

Photograph: Jaan K
rivel

Photograph: Jaan K
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Texts and Translations

Nox vitae
Texts: Innokenti Annenski

1  I Nocturno
Темную выбери ночь и в поле,
безлюдном и голом,
в мрак окунись...
Пусть ветер, провеяв, 
утихнет,
пусть в небе холодном 
тусклые звезды, мигая, задремлют...
Сердцу скажи, 
чтоб ударов оно не считало...

Night of Life

1   I Nocturno
Choose a dark night and on a field
deserted and naked
dive into the gloom...
Let the passing 
wind calm down,
let the dim stars
in the cold sky, 
blinking, fall asleep...
Tell your heart not to 
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Шаг задержи и прислушайся!
Ты не одинь...
Точно крылья птицы,
намокшие тяжно,
Плывут средь тумана.
слушай... это летит хищная, властная 

птица,
Время ту птицу зовут,
И на крылях у ней твоя сила,
Радости сон мимолетный,
Надежд золотые лохмотья...

2  II Романс без музыки
В непроглядную осень туманны огни,
И холодные брызги летят,
В непроглядную осень туманны огни,
Только след от колес золотят,
В непроглядную осень туманны огни,
Но туманней отправленный чад,
В непроглядную осень мы вместе, одни,
Но сердца наши, сжавшись, молчат...
Ты от губ моих кубок возмешь непочат,
Потому что туманны огни...

3  III Октябрьский миф 
Мне тоскливо. Мне невмочь.
Я шаги слепого слышу: 
Надо мною он всю ночь 
Оступается о крышу.

count the beats...
Stop and listen!
You are not alone...
It’s as if a bird’s wings,
Heavily soaked,
were swimming in the fog.
Listen... it’s a predator, a mighty bird,
its name is Time,
and its wings have your strength,
the sleep of transitory joy,
golden tatters of hope...

2   II Romance without Music
In a dark autumn misty lights
And cold droplets are flying,
in a dark autumn misty lights
Are gilding only the traces of wheels,
in a dark autumn misty lights,
And even mistier is the vapour sent out,
In a dark autumn we are together, alone,
But our shrinking hearts are quiet...
You take an untouched cup from my lips,
Because the lights are misty...

3   III October Myth
I feel grief. I hardly bear it.
I hear the footsteps of the blind man:
All the night above my head
he treads on the roof.
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И мои ль, не знаю, жгут
Сердце слезы, или это 
Те, которые бегут 
У слепого без ответа,

Что бегут из мутных глаз
по щекам его поблеклым 
и в глухой полночный час. 
растекаются по стеклам.

4  IV Кек-уок на цимбалах
Молоточков лапки цепки,
да гвоздочков шапки крепки,
что не раз их,
пустоплясых,
там позастревало.

Молоточки топотали,
мимо точки попадали,
что ни мах, 
на струнах,
как и не бывало.

Пали звоны топотом, топотом,
стали звоны ропотом, ропотом,
то сзываясь,
то срываясь,
то дробя кристалл.

And I don’t know if the tears
burning my heart
are mine or are they running
from the eyes of the blind man without answer,

Running from the dim eyes
along the withered cheeks
in the quiet midnight hour.
Drip down on the glass.

4   IV Cake-walk on the Dulcimer
The hammers are quick to grasp,
but the nails have hard heads,
and so the hammers 
more than once
got stuck.

The hammers were thudding,
missing the target,
not hitting 
the strings
even once.

The sounds were falling, thudding,
and soon it was like grumbling,
now together,
now apart,
now crystal seemed to shatter.
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В струнах полных холода, 
холода.
Пели волны молода,
и буруном
гул по струнам
следом пролетал.

С звуками кек-уока,
ожидая мокка,
во мгновенье ока.
Что мы не съедим...
И Махмет-Мамаям,
ни зимой ни маем
нами не внимаем, 
он необходим.

Молоточков цепки лапки,
да гвоздочков крепки шапки.
Что не раз их,
пустоплясых,
там позастревало.

Молоточки налетают,
мало в точки попадают,
мах да мах,
жизни... ах,
Как и не бывало.

On the frozen strings
hammering waves 
were singing
and as a ripple
a pounding sound
ran after the waves on the strings.

To the sound of cake-walk,
waiting for a cup of mocca,
in a second
We devour everything.
And we don’t listen to
Mahmet-Mamai,
be it winter or May,
although he’s necessary.

The hammers are quick to grasp,
but the nails have hard heads.
And so the hammers 
more than once
got stuck.

Hammers hop,
hardly hit,
strike after strike,
life... ah,
as if it didn’t happen.
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5  V Падает снег
Падает снег,
мутный, и белый, и долгий,
падает снег,
заметая дороги,
засыпая могилы,
Падает снег...
Белые влажные звезды!
Я так люблю вас,
тихие гостьи оврагов!

Холод и нега забвенья
сердцу так сладки...
О белые звезды... Зачем же,
ветер, зачем ты свеваешь,
жгучий мучительный ветерь,
с думы и черной и тяжкой,
точно могильная насыпь,
белые блестки мечты?
В поле зачем их уносишь?

Если б заснуть,
но не навеки,
если б заснуть
так, чтобы после проснуться,
только под небом лазурным...
новым, счастливым, любимым...

5   V The Snow is Falling
The snow is falling,
blurry, and white, and long,
the snow is falling,
filling up the roads,
covering up the graves,
The snow is falling...
White, damp stars!
I love you so much,
you quiet guests of precipices!

The frost and cherish of forgetting
are so sweet to my heart...
Oh, white stars... Why,
wind, why are you blowing,
you burning, tormenting wind,
the white sequins of dreams
away from the black and heavy thought
that is like a grave mound?
Why do you carry the sequins away to the 

field?

If one fell asleep,
but not for eternity,
if one fell asleep,
just to wake up later,
but under an azure sky...
A new, happy, beloved sky... 

—translated by Maarja Kangro
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Диптих
Texts: Russian Orthodox canonic texts 

6  I Ныне отпущаеши
The Gospel of Luke: 2:29–32
Ныне отпущаеши раба Твоего, 
Владыко, по глаголу Твоему с миром: 
яко видеста очи мои спасение Твое, 
еже еси уготовал пред лицем всех людей, 
свет во откровение языков, 
и славу людей Твоих Израиля.

7  II Не рыдай Мене, Мати
Не рыдай Мене, Мати, 
зрящи во гробе, 
Егоже во чреве без семене зачала еси Сына: 
востану бо и прославлюся, 
и вознесу со славою, 
непрестанно яко Бог, 
верою и любовию Тя величающия

8  Бог Господь 
Text: Ps. 117 (118):26,27,  

Resurrection Troparion Tone 2,3
Бог Господь 
и явися нам.
Благословен Грядый 
во имя Господне. 

Diptych

6   I Lord, now let
Lord, now let your servant depart in peace, 
according to your word; 
for my eyes have seen your salvation, 
which you have prepared 
in the presence of all peoples, 
a light for revelation 
to the Gentiles, 
and for glory to your people Israel.

7   II Do not lament me, O Mother
Do not lament me, O Mother, 
seeing me in the tomb, 
the Son conceived in the 
womb without seed. 
For I shall arise 
and be glorified with eternal glory as God. 
I shall exalt all who 
magnify you in faith and in love

8  God is the Lord

God is the Lord
and He appeared to us.
Blessed be He that cometh in 
the Name of the Lord.
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Егда снизшел еси к смерти,
животе безсмертный,
тогда ад умертвил еси блистанием Божества;
Егда же и умершия от преисподних 

воскресил еси,
вся Силы Небесныя взываху:
Жизнодавче Христе! Боже наш, Слава Тебе!
Да веселятся небеса!
Да радуются земная!
 

9  Молитва 
Text: from the traditional Latin liturgy
И да свитится имя Тбое.

10  Agnus Dei 
Agnus Dei,
qui tollis peccata mundi, 
miserere nobis.
Agnus Dei, 
qui tollis peccata mundi, 
dona nobis pacem.

11  In Paradisum
Text: antiphon from the traditional Latin liturgy
In paradisum deducant te angeli:
in tuo adventu suscipiant te martyres, 
et perducant te in civitatem sanctam 

Ierusalem. 

When You descended to death,
O Life Immortal,
you slew Hades with
the splendour of Your Godhead;
And when from the depths
you raised the dead,
all the powers of heaven cried out:
O Giver of Life! Christ our God,
Glory to You!
Let the heavens rejoice!
Let the earth be glad!

9  Prayer
Prayer Hallowed be Your name.
Lamb of God

10  Lamb of God 
Lamb of God,
who takes away the sins of the world, 
have mercy on us.
Lamb of God, 
who takes away the sins of the world,
grant us peace.

11  Into Paradise

May the Angels lead you into paradise; 
may the martyrs greet you 
at your arrival 
and lead you into the holy city, Jerusalem.
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Chorus angelorum te suscipiat, 
et cum Lazaro quondam paupere 
aeternam habeas requiem. 

May the choir of Angels greet you 
and like Lazarus, who once was a poor man, 
may you have eternal rest. 
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